Attenuation of neurodegenerative phenotypes in Alzheimer-like presenilin 1/presenilin 2 conditional double knockout mice by EUK1001, a promising derivative of xanomeline.
The M1/M4-preferring muscarinic agonist xanomeline was found to have some benefit in the treatment of the memory impairment of Alzheimer's disease (AD), but side effects precluded further development. EUK1001, a fluorinated derivative of xanomeline, because of greater affinity for M1 muscarinic receptors, is likely to have a significantly better side effect profile than xanomeline. We have now studied the effects of 3-month chronic administration of EUK1001 and xanomeline (0.5mg/kg/day) in AD-like presenilin 1/presenilin 2 conditional double knockout (PS cDKO) mice. Only EUK1001 was found to significantly ameliorate the deficit in recognition memory. Histological analysis demonstrated partial attenuation of the brain atrophy in EUK1001-treated PS cDKO mice and minimal effect in the xanomeline-treated mice. Both compounds effectively suppressed the elevation of brain tau phosphorylation in the PS cDKO mice, but neither inhibited the increased inflammatory responses. These results indicate that EUK1001 showed superiority to xanomeline with regard to attenuation of several AD-like neurodegenerative phenotypes in PS cDKO mice. These results suggest further investigation of the development of EUK1001 for the treatment of AD is indicated.